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Terramap merges with Intrax Consulting Group
Terramap Pty Ltd is pleased to announce their merger with Intrax Consulting Group, one of Australia’s
leading surveying and engineering consulting firms.
Terramap Managing Director and founder Matt Scullion said the merger was an important step for
Terramap. “Joining up with Intrax just seemed to make a lot of sense. Our values of providing a great
service to clients, while growing and developing staff, were aligned, so merging with Intrax also gave
us the opportunity for further growth.“
Intrax CEO Barry Borzillo said the merger enables both companies to continue flourishing and
providing a superior end to end consulting solution across Queensland. “Terramap has over 20 years
of experience in providing Surveying services in Queensland, which together with the great cultural fit
and their use of cutting-edge technology, made the merger and easy decision”.
The exciting move continues Intrax’s rapid national expansion after recently acquiring ESG Surveyors,
Chase Burke and Harvey and Insync Services.
Intrax has established itself as one of Australia’s leading consulting firms and this move bolsters the
company’s strengths in the construction and civil works areas.
Terramap will retain their strong team and remain in their Brisbane location.
About Intrax Consulting Group
Intrax is an end-to-end supplier of consulting services for the residential, building and land
development industries. Founded in Victoria in 2003, Intrax has grown rapidly into a large-sized
consultancy employing over 300 people across Australia and China. Intrax reduces the number of
parties a client has to work with on a project, optimising designs, improving coordination, minimising
delays, and ultimately providing a better outcome at a lower cost. For more information, please visit
www.intrax.com.au
About Terramap
The Terramap Survey team consists of 16 Surveyors and 14 support staff with experience in
construction, engineering, cadastral & aerial surveying, CAD drafting, information technology,
estimating, contracts & project management. Terramap offers a wide range of market leading survey
services for residential, commercial, industrial & infrastructure projects while utilising traditional and
industry-leading technology such as unmanned aerial surveying drones and 3D laser scanning to
achieve market leading surveying results. For more information, please visit www.terramap.com.au
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